Experience the future of industrial automation

See process innovation in action at the C.B. Moore Solutions Center

Did you know that Siemens offers a complete range of digitalization-ready field devices, control system software and hardware, and process safety solutions – all designed for seamless integration with each other and into any plant? Now it’s possible to explore the capabilities and connectivity of the full Siemens digital automation portfolio up close, hands-on and all in one place.

See process innovation in action. Book your visit to the C.B. Moore Solutions Center today.

usa.siemens.com/solutionscenter
Why visit the C.B. Moore Solutions Center?
Based in the greater Philadelphia area, the Solutions Center is a state-of-the-art technology showcase highlighting the breadth of Siemens’ intelligent instrumentation and automation technologies for the process industries.

The Solutions Center features a leading-edge operator console designed to simulate a plant control room, making it possible to play out real-world process application challenges in a virtualized distributed control system environment. Operational product walls and system cabinets illustrate the interplay between field sensors and transmitters, automation solutions, and communication components, including:

• A broad selection of pressure, temperature, level, flow, weighing and positioning instruments
• The innovative, web-based SIMATIC PCS neo distributed control system
• Hardware updates for the tried-and-trusted SIMATIC PCS 7 distributed control system
• Integrated and standalone safety instrumented systems
• Simulation software for virtual commissioning and operator training
• Next-generation solutions for asset and manufacturing operations management

High-resolution, large-scale presentation screens, 360-degree swivel seating and an adjoining conference room complete the immersive learning experience.

Digitalization hits the road
Can’t make a trip to the Solutions Center? Let Siemens bring the technology to you! Our Mobile Showcase travels cross-country to provide an interactive experience complete with working instruments, simulated processes, kiosks and videos – with the added benefit of Siemens experts on hand to share their knowledge and answer your most pressing questions about instrumentation, automation and digitalization. Tour the Mobile Showcase and explore all the ways Siemens can support your process challenges.

To see where the Mobile Showcase is headed next, visit: usa.siemens.com/measuringsuccess

Get an in-depth, in-person look
At the C.B. Moore Solutions Center, you’ll discover firsthand the benefits, innovations and limitless potential of our fully integrated digital portfolio.

To learn more and inquire about booking a visit, contact your Siemens account/channel manager or go to: usa.siemens.com/solutionscenter